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SUMKfAItY

Thir-Leen exhaust-gaa-to-aiz heat exchanger have been
tested in flight to determine the practicability of the use
of such heat exchangers. in the thermal ice-prevention
eyeteme on aircraft, The results, given In the form of
performance charta , show that exhaust+ir heat exchangers
coneti.tute an excellent source of heated air for aircraft
ice prevention and that they can he constructed to with-
stand the theemal and vibrational stresses to which they
are subjected when installed In an airplane exhaust systeas
A comparison of the performance characteristics of the four
types of exhauet-air heat exchangers tested in this investi-
gation shows that no particular type Is distinctly superior
in all respects to the other types.

IMTEODUGTIOH .

Early In- 1942 when .consid.eratlon was firet being given
to the use of heated air as the working fluid in aircraft
thermal ice-preVen~ion systeme, one of the chief difficulties
encountered was the lack of an adequate source of heated
air, The air-conditioning and petroleum Industries had
made extensive use df heat exchangers as sourcee of heate~
air, but these heat exchangers were heavy, bulky, and
generally unsuitable for use on aircraft. Unit combustion
heaters and intensifier” tubes were being used on aircraft
to supply heated air for cabin-beating systems; however.
both of these heat exchanger proved inadequate to meet
the demands of a thermal ice-prevention system. !Chue, It
becamb evident that in order to develop a successful ther-
mal Ice-prevention s~stem uelng heated air as the working
fluid It would also be necessary to d~yelop an adequate
source of heated air.
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Preliminary investigations showed that a heat ““
exchanger which would efficiently use the heat in the
exhaust gases was the most promising source of heated air
for use on aircraft and that a satisfactory heat exchanger
should have the foliowing charecterlstics:

1. The rate of heat transfer from gas to air nust
satisfy the requiromente of the ice-prevention
ageteno

2. qhe air-side flow resistance must be sufficiently
low that the dynamic Pi-egsuro in flight will
suffice as a pump for the entire system.

3. The gas-side flow resistance should not cause ex-
cessive back pressuroqe in the exhaust manifold.

4. The weight and ovor-all wolume of the heat
exchanger must be 10W*

5. The heat exchanger must ~e able to withstand the
thermal azd vibrational stresses to which “it Is
suhjocted when installed in the exhaust system
of an aircraft engine. “

Prior to 1942 it was doubtful that such a heat exchanger
could be manufactured. Therefore, the NACA in cooperation
with the University of California and several aircraft and
heat–exchanger manufacturers set out to determine whether
or not suitable exhaust-air heat exchangers could be de-
signed and constructed and, if so, whether they would

- stand up under service conditions in flight.

Tho gonoral investigation was divided into three parts.
The heat-exchanger manufacturers were encouraged to invee- “
tigate the design and construction of several types of
exhaust-air heat exchangers and to fabricate test units
desi~ned for usa in a thermal ice-prevention sygtem, Zhe
second part of the investigation, now being conducted at
the University of California, includes the tenting of
exhaust-air heat exchangers in a ground-test stand and a
detailed analysis of the heat-transfer and presoure phe-
nomena encountered therein. The results of the completod
portion of this part of the investigation are reported in
reference 1 to 13. The third part of the general inves-

. tigation, conducted at AAL and-”r.oported herein, consists
of the determination of the performance” characteristics
in flight of several exhaust-air heat exchangers. The
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primary purpose of this part of the invest i&ation was to
determine whether or not exhaust-atr heat exchangers could
be constructed with perf,ormanoe and service characteristics
whioh would meet the demands of aircraft thermal ice-preven-
tion eystems. .

NOTATION
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The symbols used in this report are defined as follows:

heat-transfer surface area, square feet

engine fuel-air ratio

mass velooity of fluid, pounds per hour per square foot

grnvltational constant, ”feet per hour per hour

pressure drop, ipches of water

heat output, British thermal.unit~per hour

temperature , degree Fahrenheit

over-all volume, cubic feet

specifie volume of fluid, cubic feet per pound

fluid flow rate, pcnznds per hour

weight of heat exchanger, pounds

a afr side

g. . gas side

c, carburetor

1 inlet

a outlet
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EQUIPHEET

The heat exchanger teeted at AAL have been divided
Into four general grcups according to their construction.
These are as follows:

“ 1. Flute ty~e

2. Plate ty?e

3. Tubular t~e

4. Pin or fin type

Tho details and materials of construction of the heat
exchangers, together with diagrams showing the air-side .
shrouding used in the flight tests, are gi.vcn in figures
1 to 39.

The three fluted heat exchangers shown in figures
1 to 9 wc3re parallel.-flow, all-2rimary-s~rface , cylinfirical
heat exchangers and consisted essentially of a series of
trapezoidal ducts wrepped around a hollow cyli~drical core.
The air flowed through every other trapezoidal duct and
the exhaust gas flowed through the central core and the
remaining trapezoidal ducts.

3’our plats-type heat exchangers were tested and ard
shown In figures 10 to 21. They were cross-flow, all-
primary-surface heat exchangers approximately cubical in
shape . These heat exchangers consisted of a number of
alternating air and gas passages separated by thin plates.
The air and gas passages of heat exchangers 35 and 48
were thin rectangular ducts. The separating plates were
flat and the spacing of the passages was maintained by
beads and dimples drawn into the flat plates. In heat
exchangers 11 and 42 the plates wero stamped to a wavy
or corrugated pattern and were so assembl~d that the gas
passages wore tubes with a more- or-less diamond-shaped
cross section. The air passages were wavy, thin, rec-
tangular ducts formed by gaps loft between adjacent rows
of the gas passages.

The three tubular heat exchangers tested are shown
in figures 22 to 300 These were cross-flow, all-primary-
surface heat exchangers and were cylindrical in shape,

—.
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The tubes of heat exchanger 34 were flattened and the
adjacent rows were staggered. Air flowed through the
flattened tubes and the exhaust gases, bounded by the
cylindrical shell, flowed.across the flat-tube lnznt.le.

Heat excha~gei?m 39 and 40 were round-tube bundles welded
to the hee.der plates. The air flowed across the tubes
and the exhaust gases flowed through the tubes. On both
of these heat ex~hangers Iron abrasion plates, cut to
match the tube patte~n, were loaated at the inlet to the “
gas passages. The purpose of these plates was to proteot
the sharp upstream edges of the tubes from the abrasive
action of the high—velocity gas stream.

Three pin- or fin-type heat exchangers are chown in
flgnres 31 to 39. ~!hese were all cross-flow, ext~aLed-
surface, cylindrical heat exchangers. The exten~e~
surfaces on heat exchanger 4 consisted or round, hollow
pins resistance-welded GO both sides of the cylindrical
shell. The exhaust gas flowed through the cylinder and
over the Internal pins and the air flowed around the
cylinder and over the external pins as shown in figure 330
On heat exchanger 7 the gas-side extended surfacee weze
conti~uous longitudinal fins running the length of the
heat exchanger and extending radially from the cylindrical
shell Into the gas stream. The air-side heat-transfer
surface consi.eted of discontinuous fins which extended
outward from the shell ae shown In figure 34. ‘The air
flowed around the cylinder and over the air fino as shown
in f-igure 36. The extended surfaces of heat exchanger 28
consisted of channel Gections the fla%ges of which had been
serrated and bent to form the pa~terri shown in figure 37*
‘The gas-side fins were spot-welded longitudinally ale%
the inner surface of the sheZl and the air--side fins were
wrapped radially.around and spot-welded to the outer
surface of the Ghell.

The heat exchangers were tested in flight on a Ilorth
American O-47A airplane. This ie a mi.~wing moncplane
powered with a Wright-Cyclone, single-row, nine-cylinder,
z+qdial, air-cooled engine with a piston die~lacement of
1820 olibic inchee and rated at 835 horsepo~gr ~t 2100
rpm at 3900 feet. The. O-47A. airplane is equipped with a
cylindrical tail pipe which extends, along the-right sMe of
the fuselage; nearly to the wing trailing edge. One of
..the sections of the tail pipe was removed for the flight
tests and was replaced by the heat-exchanger installations.
Typical heat-excha~ger installations are shown in figures
40 and 41.
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Oiagrams showing the air-side s~ouding, used in the
flight tests for each haat exchanger, are included in
figures 3 to 390 In most cases, the shrouding was con-
structed from sheet aluminum although the shrouding for
heat exchanger 34 was constructed from cold-rolled-steel
sheeto Guide vanas were installed in the Inlet headers to
insure uniform air-flow distribution through the heat
exohanger~$ and in one case (heat exchanger 42) the outlet
header was also equipped with guide vanes. The straight
shrouding, . used In the isothermal tests, consisted merely
of straight, rectangular, or circular ducts made from
cold-rolled-steel sheet which berg free from elbows,
guide” vanes, expansions, and contractions. Typical 6traight-
shroudiag Installations are shown in figure 42. In the
Isotherncl tests the source of air flow was a centrifugal
fan the maximum capacity of which was approximately 2400
oubic feet per minute. “

PROCEDURE AND MEASUREMENTS

During the fright tests level flight was maintained at
a pressure altitude of 5000 feet aad the engine speed and
manifold pressure were held constant at 1800 rpm and 25
inches of mercury, respectively. The fuel-air ratio was
adjusted In each test to obtain an indicated exhaust-gas-
temperature of 1600° 3’. The gas-flow rate at these
engine conditions was about 3300 pounds yer hour. The
air-flow rate was varied in steps by means of a throttle
valve located in the outlet-air ducto Three or four air-
flow rates were used in each test. At each air-flow rate
sufficient measurements were made to determine the exhaust-
gas inlet temperature, gas-side static pressure drop, the
air-flqw rate, inlet- and outlet-air temperatures, and
the air-side static pressure drop.

The ground tests were divided into two parts. The
first part consisted of pumping air at roGm temperature
through the air side of the heat exchanger and shrouding,
as installed for.flight tests. The guide vanes In the
Inlbt header were adJusted until the air-flow distribution
was practically uniform. Then the rate of air flow, as
measured by a venturi meter and a sharp-edge orifice
meter, was varied. At each value of air-flow rate the
static pressures in the inlet- and outlet+ir ducts were
measured. The orifice meter was used to check the cali-
bration of the venturi meter. In the seoond part of the
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ground tests the flight shrouding was replaced by the
straight shrouding and the statlo pressures were measured
ahead of and behiad the heat exchanger at several air-flow
ratesa

The measurements taken In the preceding tests are
briefly described as follows:

Air-flow ra ~.- With one exoeption the air-flow rates
were determltied by means of venturi meters- These meters
were calibrated agatnst a 4-inch, sharp-edge orifice meter
the calibration of which had been checked by velocity
surveys e During the flight tests on heat exchanger 11,
the air-flow rate was determined by means of a simplified
pitot-tube survey which is described in reference 14.
This method had been checked with a venturi meter and was
found satisfactory.

Inlet-air temperature.- Prellminary tests in which the——. —-
Inlet-air scoop was located aft of the cowl skirt Indicated
that some of tie warm, low-velocity alr emerging from the
cowl skirt was entering the Intake scoops Therefore”, in
the tests reported herein, the inlet+lr duct was extended
forward to the front of the cowl so that only air at the
free-stream temperature entered the duct. Two unshielded
Iron-conetantan thermocouples looated In the inlet-air
duct about one foot forward of the heat exchanger con-

;~~~~~t~% ‘ndi~ated that
the entering air temperature was

or 3 F of the free-stream temperature.

Outlet+ir t~erature.- Five unshielded iron-————--- ___
constantan thermocouples, spaced acroes a diameter of the
outlet4ir duct, looated froh three to five duet diametere
downstream from the heat exohanger outlet were used to
determine the outlet-air temperature. In most of the
tests the outlet-air duct was Insulated with a quarter-
Inch layer of asbeitos lagging which extended from the
heat exchanger outlet to a point about ten duct diameters
downstream-. When this insulation was ueed, the temperature
was practically conetant over the cross section In which
the thermocouples were located. The mean deviatio;nln
indicated temperature was less than *3 percant.
tests on heat exchangers 4, 11, 28, and 29, however, the
outlet-alr duct was not insulated. In theee tests the
temperature distribution In the duct varied and, elnce the
velocity distribution in the duct was not known, it was
Impossible to obtain a true average temperature, Therefore,
the arithmetic average temperature wae used and the valuee

#
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of heat output shown for these heat exchangers are more
uncertain than are the values given for the other heat
exchangers ●

Exhaust-gas-flow rate.- The exhkust-gas-flow rate was—.-———-—
determined in flight by two independent methods. In one
method the carburetor air-flow rate b-as meagured %Y means
of a venturi meter located Just forward of the carburetor
air-intake scoop, the fuel-air ratio was measured with a
Cambridge analyzer, and the gas-flow rate was calcul~ted
“from the carburetor air-flow”rate and the fuel-air ratio.
.Jn the other method the exkaust-gas-flow rate was measured
directly by means of a stainless–steel ve~turi meter
looated in the exhaust tall pipe. This venturi meter had
been calibrated in the heat-exchanger test stand at the
University of California with an inlet-gas temperature of
1600° ~. The gas-flow rates determined by these two methods
are compared in the following table:

Determination of Exhaust-Gas-Flow Rate
—.—

‘--- -zrr=l=z-~=

—-.—--— ——-— .—

~llgi Ilf3 , rpm

I 1+

-—-—--— --— .—— -—-- —- — --—— -- —--- .———

Manifold pressure, in. Hg. 22.4 25 25 28
.-—————-—— ——- — —— -— —

-Wc + 17&/A, lb/hr 2730 3270 -— 4400
—— ——— ——— —-— —- -— -- —— --—

Venturi meter, lb/hr 2940 3350 3560
-L

4350
—--- —- ——--— —--— —— ---—— -—.-. .--— -—,
Pressure altitude: 5000 ft ,
Inlet-gas temperature: 1600° B
w: carburetor air-flow rate
R’jA: fuel-air ratio

From this table it is seen that, under the engine conditions
at which the flight tests were made (1800 rpm and 25 in,
H.P.) , the exhaust-gas-flow rate was approximately 3300
pounds per hour . It is estimated that this value of gas-flow
rate is accurate within *5 percent. “

Exhaus~as tem~rature. - The inlet-gas” temperatures—— —— -—
given herein are not average entering-gas temperatures
but are temperature measured at the oenter of the tail
pipo about 1 foot ahead of the heat exchangers and wera
used as reference temperatures. During the flight tests .

~.
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of most of the heat exchangers, a quadruple-shielded
thermocouple of the type shown in figure 43 was used.
The Indicated temperature was not correoted for radia-

. tion. erroi” which,.. according to reference 15, was probably
less than 2 percent. During the flight tests of heat
exchangers 4, 11., 12, 28, and 29, the gas-temperature
measurements were completely unsatlefactory but, since
these tests were performed under the same conditions as
were the tests of the other heat exchangers, it was
assumed that the entering-gas temperatures were also
the same. “

Pressure. drop.- Vall orlflces and static tubes were—— -—
used in con~unction with water manometers and airspeed
meters to indicate the differences between static pressures
ahead. of and behind the heat exchangers. During the flight
tests add also the isothermal tests with flight shrouding,
the.air-side differential pressures were measured between
taps located ap~roximately 1 foot upstream and SIX duct
diameters downstream from the heat exchangers; the gas-
side pressure taps were located about 1 foot upstream
and six tail-pipe diameters downstream. During the iso-
thermal teets with straight shrouding, the upstream pres-
sure taps were located from 6 to 12 inches ahead of the
heat exchanger, and the downstream taps were located
sufficiently far aft of the heat exchanger to be in a
region of stable flow. The air-side pressure drop meas-
ured in tests on heat exchanger 4 has been corrected for
the difference between the inlet- and outlet-duct areas.
In all other tests, the upstream and downstream pressure
taps were located in round ducts of the same diameter.
The nonisothermal air-side friction pressure drop* for
heat exchangers 10, 11, 12, 29, 34, 35, 42, and 48 was
obtained by subtracting from the measured static pressure
drop the value of the term Qa(v ~-vl)/5.2g (reference 16) ,

which is the drop in stat~c pressure due to the expansion
of the air as it becomes heated. Values of nonisothermal
air-side frltition preesure drop are not given for the
other heat exchangers because of t~e uncertainty-involved .
in determining their air-side !?reo area.

‘friction pressure drop”*Throughout this report the term
includes “all of the skin-friction and mechanical expansion
and contraction pressure losses occurrtng between the
statione at which the measurements were made...
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RXSULTS AND DISCU~SIO17

The test data for each heat exchanger are given In
the form of performance charts In figures 45 to 56. Thes e
charts include curves which show the variation of heat
out-put and air-side pressure drop with air-flow rate and
the variation of gas-side ~reesure drop with gas-flow rate.
The values Gf heat outpub were calculated from the air-
flow rcte, temperature rise, and mean specific heat. The
nonisothermal air-side static pre~sure drop measured in
flight is given fcr each heat exchanger. The nonisother-
mal air-side friction pressure drop, which ie the differ-
ence between the measured air-side etatic pressure drop
and the change in static pressure due to the expansion
of the air, is given for heat exchangers 10, 11, 12, 29,
34, 35, 42, aad 48. The nonisothermal gas eide pressure
drop given in the charts is $he etatic pressure drop
meae~reil In the flight tests. These values were not
ccmrocted fGr the change in etatic pressure due to the
change in the epecific volume of the gas because average
gas temperr.tures wero not measured. This correction is
relatively unimportant, however, because on the gas side
it is small in compar~son to the friction pressure drop.
All of the isothermal pressure-&op data consist of
differences between static pressures measured ahead of
and behind the heat exchangers. Since there is no
change in specific volume in isothermal flow, the
static preseure drop and friction preseure drop are
identical. The isothermal air-side pressure drop with
flight shrouding includes the duct losses between the
pressure taps, but that with straight shrouding consists
of oul.y the heat exchanger losses %ecause the preesure
losses in the straight ducts were negligible.

The amount of heat required per heat exchanger by an
aircrr,ft thermal ice-pr~ention system depends upon many

factors ~ principal among uhich are the size of the airplano ~
the number of engines on the airplane, the number of hoat
oxchangors por engine, the airepoed and altitude for which
tho system is doslgnod, and the number of purposes (euch
as wing protection, tail-surfaco protection, windshield “
protoctlon, cabin heating, etc.) for which tho eystom is
dosiGnod.. Thorofore, a specific rate of hoat output can-
not ho set as a criterion for a 6htlsfactory hoat exchanger.
Howovor, the’rate of heat Putput per heat oxchangor roquirod
by tho thermal ice-prevention systems of tho B-17F and

..
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~-24D airplanes (refcre~s 17 and 18) “is approximately
200,000 Btu per hour under the follow ing. conditions:

Pressure altitude, 18,000 feet

Indicated airs”peed, approximately 155 miles per hour

Air-flow rate, about 3000. pounds per hour

Gas-flow rate, approximat~ly 4000 pounds per hour

Inlet-gas temperature, about 1600° E

Under these conditions the allowable air-side flow reslst-
anoe of the heat-exchacger installation is approximately
6 inches of water. Previous experience has indicated that
the flow resistance of the heat-exchanger installation
should not exceed one-half of the dynamic pressure, which
Is about 12 Inohes of water at an indicated airspeed of
155 miles per hour.

The teEtta reported herein were made at a pressure
altitude of 5000 feet; but, holding the other factors
constant , the rate of heat transfer does not change
appreciably wltti altttude, and the friction pressure drop
at 18,0C0 feet is approximately twice that at 5000 feeta
Therefore, In order to satisfy the preceding.reqqlrements
at 18,000 feet, a heat exchanger when operating at 5000
feet, and-at the same conditions of air- and gas-flow rate
and gns temperature, should deliver approximately 200,000
Btu per hour with an air-side flow resistance-of not more
than 3 inohes of water. . “

An examination of table I will show that only heat
exchangers 35 and 48 fvlly satisfy the preceding require-

. ments. Under the test conditions given therein t“hese heat
exchangers had heat outputs of 190,000 and 295,000 3tu per
hour, respectively, and the nonisothermal air-friction
pressure drops at 5-000 feet were 2.5 and 2,8 inches of
water, respectively. Although it 16 significant that both
of these heat exchangers were of the $lat-plate type, It
should not be concluded that the other typos are unsatis-
factory. Host of the heat exchangers tested would”satlsfy
the thermal requlrements,and perhaps the preceding crite-
rion for pressure drop is too conservattvo. It iE known
that three heat exchangers, practically the same as heat
exchanger 7, were used to supply heated air far the thermal

o
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Ice-prevention system of the B-17B airplane which has been
successfully operated in icing conditions. In table I it
is shown that all of the heat exchangers tested in this
investigation, wtth the exceptions of heat exchangers 4,
10, 20, and 39, had heat-transfer characteristics which
equaldd” or. surpassed those of heat exchanger 7, It is
also shown in table I that only heat exchangers 34 and 42
had excessive isothermal pressure losses with straight
shrouding. Therefore, it is probable that heat exchangers
11, 12, 29, and 40, with ~operly de$igned air-side ehrouding,
would also have satisfactory air-side pressure-drop charac- “
teri6tic8m

A definite criterion for the =llowable increment of
engine back pressure, added by an exhaust+ir heat ex-
changer, hAs not been established. However, an Increment
of 2 inches of mercury, under cruising conditions at 18,000
feet , is not considered excessive. Therefore, an exhaust-.
gas pressure drop of about 1 inch of mercury, at 5000 feet
and a gas-flow rate of 4000 pounds per hour, is probably
satisfactory. (The exhaust-gas-f low rate fr cm one of the
engines on the B-171’ airplane, or the =-24D airplane, at
cruising power is approx. 4000 lb/hr.) The data In figures
44 to 56 show that the gas-side pressure drop of most of
the heat exchangers, fit 5000 feet and a gas-flow rate of
4000 pounds per hour, was less than 1 inch of mercury.
It is concluded, therefore, that the gas-side pressure-
drop characteristics of most of the heat exchangers were
satisfactory. It should be noted, however, that the
increment of engine back pressure, due to a heat exchanger,
under take-off and other high-power conditions will be
from four to SIX times greater than at cru~slng conditions.

In general tho weight and over-all volume of the heat
exchangers tested in this investigation are considered
satisfactory. These factors are not critical In the present
stage of heat-exchanger development, and it is probable
that as heat exchangers come into general use, smaller and
ltghter units will be developed without sacrificing heat
output or serviceability.

The tests reported herein were completed in from 7 to
20.hmars of flight per heat exchanger and were, therefore,
of insufficient duration to Justify conclusions regarding
the aorvice life of the heat exchangers, Heat exchanger
48 had buokled severely in less than 10 hours of testln~i
but this heat exchanger was made from cold-rolled-steel “
plates. An Inc~nel-plate heat exchanger stamped with the
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same die= has” been tested for 18 hour6 without any signs ‘
of failure. The other ~late-type heat exchangers were ‘
slightly distorted after testing but no indications of
failure oould be detected. Several heat-exchanger manu-
facturers have submitted the available service history of
their units. A fluted heat exchanger exactl~ like heat .
exchanger 29 has been in oontlnuous operation on a Pan-
American Airwqys DC-3 airplane for more than 750 flying
hours. A tubular heat exchanger exactly like heat ex-
changer 39 has been undergoing tests on an X3-24D air-
plans for more than 500 hours. A%otit 1000 fluted heat
exchangers simile.r to heat exchanger 10 have been in
operation on P3Y-5 alrpl~nes for approximately 500 hours,
and in that timg only one failure, a crack In a welded
joint holding the bent exchenger to the tail pipe, has
been observed. A plate-type heat exchanger similar to
heat exchanger 35 has been tested on an O-473 airplane
for more than 25 hours without failure. Several semi-
circular flat-plate heat exchangers used for flarne-
damping research in a 3-173’ airplane have withstood 200
hours of testing without failure.

In view of the pveceding facts of performance and
sorvico, there can be no doubt that exhaust-gas-to-air
heat exchangers can be made to meet the requlremonts of
the thermal Ice-prevention systems of aircraft such as
the 3-17 and B-24 airplanes.

It was previously noted that a B-17E airplane
equipped with heat exchangers identical with heat ex-
chsng~r 7 was flown successfully Iu icing conditions at
I{lnneapolis during the winter of 1942. Other aircraft In
which the thermal ice-prevention system included oxhaust-
air heat exchangers which- were successfully op~rated ..
in icing conditions Include the X3-24D, XC-53A, and Lock-
hoed 1- airplanes.

3ecause the heat exchangers tested in this investi-
gation were so varied in shape and size and because of
the high pressure losses involved in the air-side flight
shrouding, any. comparison of tho performance characteristics
has very ltttle value. Hevertheletas, an attempt at such
a comparison has been made and is presented in table I=
In this table tho important physical and thermal oharac-
toristics are compared on the basis of conste.nt gr.s-flow
rate, air-flow rate, and inlet-gas temporaturo. The .
ratios of heat output to the weight, over+ll volume,
surface area, and isothermal pressure drop were calculated

.-.
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In an attempt to deter m~+e which type of heat exchanger
had the best over+all characteristics. The isothermal
friction pressure drop with straight shrouding was used in
thie comparison because the nonisothermal friction pressure
drop included the shrouding losses. !Che data in table I
indicate that the flat-plate heat exchangers had the best “
air-side pressure-drop characteristics and that the fluted
heat. exchangers, in which there ie a hollow central core,
had the best ga~-aide pressure-drop characterlstice. At
least one heat exchanger of each type tested, exoept the
pin or fin type, delivered 7500 or more Btu per hour per
pound of weight under the test conditions given in table I.
Thi’s table also showe that the plate-type heat exchangers
had slightly higher ratlcs of heat output per unit volume
than the fluted, finned, ~.nd round-tube heat exchangers,
and that the flat-tu%e heat exchanger wae outstanding in
this respect. It is fnrther shown in table I that from
the ~iewpoint of heat output per unit of surfnce area no
particular typo was outstanding. Thus the limited data
contained In this report indicate that among the heat
exchangers tested no one particular type was distinctly .
superior in all respects to the other types.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The data Included in this report clearly indicate
that exhaust-air heat exchangers can be deeigned and
constructed with performance charactgrietics which satis-
factorily meet the requirements of the thermal ice-preven-
tion eysteme of aircraft such as the B-17 and B-24 airplanes,

2, Among the exhaust~”ir heat exchangers tested In
this investigation no one particular type was distinctly
euperior to the others In all respects.

3. I’urther research Is required to determine the
best manner of reducing th~ nonu8eful shrouding pressure
losses in exhaust+ir heat-exchanger installations.

A?ea Aeroiauticnl Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Hoffott I’ield, Cal If.
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TABLE1.- COMPARISONOF ESAT-2XCHM?GERPERFORMANCE
/

U..+ axmh nm e-v I In I 12 f 20 1 11 r A2 I s!=! I M I M I S9 I 40 I 4 i 7 I 26--- . —.. .—b..
,

. . -- -. .- .- 1 --

Pimenr tier 2 5 B 17 20 11 ii ii ii I ;9 Si 56 ii
Aire- Aire- 8 Hnnl

Menuf@+oturer
teuart- 8tewart-5nl

SOlar cesrahSmh ?ralleTrane Briggs ML AAL Warner mecluayWile= Warner Uils:

wave wave flat i’m fM rouod d
Type flute6 fluted flutea plate pb~e plate plate tube tube :Z pin rti fin

Wgj @c-fl@r rate,lbfir- - - . . . Ssoo 3s00 S30U 330+1 3300 3SCG S300 Ssoo 3s00 S300 Ssoo 3300 Ssw

t~, tilet-@ temperature,% . - . lW Moo 1600 1600 16S4) Moo 16CQ 1600 1600 1600 1600 1600 1600

~~g(~), ti.HaO --------- . 2.1 2.6 1.7 --- 3.8 - 6.5 --- 5.8 10.6 1.6 3.1 ---

E
&Pg (11),in, Ji# ------- .- 0.8 0.5 0.4 1.7 0.8 -- . -- 1.2 -- 0.s 0.6 0.6

Wa, air-flw rate, lbfi - - - - - - Sooo W3cR3 Socm 3000 moo Sooo Sm 3000 sow 3000 Som 30W Sooo

tal, Inle+airtemperature,0?--- 80 40 56 66 60 so 65 60 46 50 86 w 80

QX10-3,heatOut@,Btu/hr..- _ 125 230 180 250 190 190 296 315 160 180 40 166 33

APa(l),in.~0 --------- - 6 14 6 5 9.6 2.6 Z.8 13 --- --- --- — —

APa(II),in.~0 --------- — 7.3 --- 2 4.7 1.2 103 7 1.6 2.8 -- 4,7 —

APa(llI),in.HzO--------- 1.2 1.6 1.2 1.6 4 0.4 0.s S.1 --- 0.8 0,8 --- 1.4

APa (II)#Pa (III)-------- - --- 4.6 -- 1.2 1.2 8.9 5 2.3 -- 3.5 -- --- --

~, weightoromb=gerolb ---- 19.5 38 22.6 S2 so 32 45 30 30 22 1s 39 24.6

Vol,overallvolume,●u ft --- - 0.5 0.96 o.n O.a 0.S6 0.65 0.78 0.47 0.46 0.65 0.4 0.65 0.46

%,surfaoearea,eqft ------ 6.4 16.6 12.5 19 12 13.8 29 17 9.s 9.9 4.1 12.8 10

Q/!10-3&,@(*)(lb) ------ 8.4 6.0 8 7.8 6.3 6.9 6.6 10.5 6 8.2 3.1 4.7 2.2

@l&a/V& Btu/(hr)(ouft) ---- 25a 240 254 480 343 S46 378 6’?0 326 32B 100 286 122

Q/iO-~/%, Btu/(hr)(q i%) ---- 19.5 13.9 14.4 13.1 16.8 13.8 10 18.5 16.1 lB.2 9.8, 14.6 605

Q~O-S/ Pa(IIX), Btu/(hr)(in.H2Q)- 104 144 lW 166 48 480 985 102 --- 226 34 — S9

‘AP~(~) non-i~othe-lgasatatiopre8~uredropat6COofeetaltitude. 6Parallel-flmheatesohan~er-.Allothers wera eroas-flcer(

‘APg (II) Iaothenralgaspressuredropwithstr~ight•hrou~ingataealevel.

‘Al’a(1) non-~~othem~lalrfrlotlonpressuredropat60N feet altitude.

~APa (II) Isothenml air pressure drop with flight ahroudlng at sea level.

‘APa (III) itothenml air pressuredropwith straightnhroudlngat sea lerel.
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Figure 2.- Heat exchanger 10.
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Figure 8,- Heat exchanger 29.
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Figure 11.- Heat exchanger 35.
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Figure 14,- Heat exchanger ~
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Figure 17.- Heat exchanger 11,
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Figure 20,- Heat exchanger 42.
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Figure 23.- Heat exchanger 34
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Figure 32.- Heat exchanger 4.
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Figure 2$1.-Heat exchanger 40.
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NACA Fig. 35

Figure 35. - Heat exchanger 7.
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Figure 4-O.- Typical installation of fluted heat
exchanger on a North .4merlcan O-47A airplane.



liACA Fig. 41

Figure 41.- Typical installation of cross-flow heat
exchanger on a North American O-47A airplane.
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NACA Fig. 43

Figure k3.- Quadruple-shielded
used to measure exhaust-gas

thermocouple
temperature.
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